Cyclist™ DNA Sequencing Kit for Versatility and Consistency

Breaking the sequencing barriers.

- Consistent PCR* Sequencing
- Slashes Setup Time
- Sequence Directly from Colonies

Now you can generate high quality sequence data directly from PCR products, bacterial colonies, cosmids and lambda plaques - rapidly and reliably - with Stratagene's new Cyclist™ DNA Sequencing Kit. Template preparation is minimal, so setup is remarkably fast.

The Cyclist DNA Sequencing Kit is designed for ease of use and maximum flexibility. It generates quality sequence ladders using your choice of a-radiolabeled nucleotide ($^{33}$P, $^{32}$P) or end-labeled primer. The Cyclist Kit includes enough reagents for 100 templates.

(Catalog No. 200325)
Take the Strain Out of Protein Expression

It's Time for a Change of Host…
To Stratagene's New TOPP™ Cells

- Produce hard-to-express proteins
- Fast, easy alternative to E. coli K-12
- Compatible with common expression vectors

If your recombinant protein is not adequately expressed in E. coli K-12, it's time for a change of host! Stratagene's new TOPP™ Cells are non-K-12 E. coli strains that express various proteins known to be difficult or impossible to overexpress in E. coli K-12.

TOPP™ Cells Work in a Week
TOPP cells work without subcloning into new vectors and without changing to a eukaryotic host-vector system. So instead of months of laborious work, TOPP cells can deliver results in one week…easily, inexpensively.

Six Distinctly Expressive Strains
Different TOPP strains benefit different proteins. For example, TOPP 2 and TOPP 3 cells prove far superior to E. coli K-12 in producing the human Fab antibody protein (see figure). TOPP strains 2, 3, 5, and 6 enhance expression of tenascin, a human extracellular-matrix protein. Because all six TOPP strains are E. coli, commonly used expression vectors like the pBluescript® II phagemid and pUC can be transformed and propagated in these cells.

Take charge of protein expression! Take a break from the strain. Try TOPP cells.

Figure:
Expression of Fab antibody protein in E. coli K-12 and TOPP™ Cells.

Call Stratagene Technical Services at 1-800-424-5444 to discuss how TOPP cells can help with your protein expression.

Please contact Stratagene for the distributor nearest you.
Turn PCR Performance Into Sequencing Power.

Rapid PCR cycles. Oil-free, low-volume reaction mixes. Demonstrated reproducibility. Only the GeneAmp® PCR System 9600 gives you the throughput, reliability and convenience you need to achieve the highest level of productivity in cycle sequencing. Only the GeneAmp PCR System 9600 delivers the high PCR performance demanded by leading sequencing labs.

To ensure consistent sequencing results, the GeneAmp PCR System 9600 integrates innovative instrument design with advanced MicroAmp™ Reaction Tubes, the Perkin-Elmer AmpliTaq® Cycle Sequencing Kit and proven protocols. All backed by the expertise, experience and commitment of Perkin-Elmer's worldwide technical support organization. A commitment reaffirmed every day, sample to sample, by our PCR Performance Guarantee.

Free technical notes. To receive the latest information on PCR and cycle sequencing, contact your local Perkin-Elmer sales representative or call 1-800-762-4000. To order, call 1-800-762-4002. Outside the U.S., contact your Perkin-Elmer sales representative.
Scientists and researchers from rich and varied fields will gather in informal settings for many of this year’s Gordon Research Conferences to ruminate the fruits of their research. See page 1176 for details of the 1993 conferences. [Photograph: Pamela Zilly/Image Bank]
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Positive displacement from Eppendorf®, perfect for PCR!

Eppendorf is proud to present the new Model 4830 positive displacement pipetting system to meet your most critical applications.

Convenient operation
The disposable tips and pistons are pre-assembled in autoclavable racks for easy handling, ready to pick up and go.

And all operations—tip attachment, ejection, volume adjustment, and pipetting—can be performed with one hand.

Unique tip design
The integrated tip/piston assembly securely attaches to the pipette every time to ensure reliable performance. Positive displacement tips eliminate aerosols and reduce contamination for cleaner, more reproducible sample preparation—especially important for PCR applications.

The new Eppendorf positive displacement pipetting system—convenient to operate, designed for reliability, fully autoclavable, and backed by Brinkmann's 30-day money back guarantee.

BRINKMANN Quality products for research and control.

Call 800-845-3050; in NY, 516-334-7500.
Brinkmann Instruments, Inc.
P.O. Box 1019
Westbury, NY 11593-0207
(In Canada: 888-283-8715 or 416-675-7911)

For information Circle #13
For a demonstration Circle #14
See us at PITTCON, Booth No.s 4600, 4801 and 4900.
Ares-Serono Symposia is an independent foundation, created in 1971, to promote scientific research in all disciplines which contribute towards improving human health. This aim is pursued by means of congresses, courses, seminars and scientific publications.

**THE CARE TO MEET, TO KNOW, TO UNDERSTAND**

**SOME OF THE INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS SCHEDULED FOR 1993 ARE:**

- "Experimental and Clinical Precancerous Lesions: Approaches to Cancer Prevention and Early Diagnosis"
  - P. Marks (USA) and R. Weil (CH)
  - Montreux (CH), March 29-31

- "Molecular Diagnosis and Monitoring of Leukaemia and Lymphoma"
  - E. Grignani (I)
  - Perugia (I), April 15-17

- "Molecular Basis of Inflammation"
  - J. Navarro (USA)
  - Heidelberg (D), April 21-23

- "Metabolism in the Female Life Cycle"
  - M.P. Diamond and F. Naflolin (USA)
  - Taormina (I), May 17-18

- "Recent Advances on Monoclonal Gammapathies and Related Malignancies"
  - B. Barlogie (USA) and F. Dammacco (I)
  - Evian (F), June 3-5

- "Inhibin and Inhibin-Related Proteins"
  - H.G. Burger (AUS)
  - Siena (I), June 17-18

- "Cell and Molecular Biology of the Testis"
  - M.L. Dufau (USA) and A. Isidori (I)
  - Majorca (E), September 13-14

- "GTPase-Controlled Molecular Machines"
  - D. Corda, S. Garattini and A. Luini (I)
  - S. Maria Imbaro (I), Sept. 22-25

- "Developmental Endocrinology"
  - M.L. Aubert and P.C. Sizonenko (CH)
  - Geneva (CH), Sept. 30 - Oct. 2

- "The Challenge of Biotechnology: from Laboratory Diagnosis to Clinical Therapy"
  - S.A. Aaronson (USA) and R. Verna (I)
  - Rome (I), October 11-12

- "Molecular Basis of Endocrine Diseases"
  - C. Pavia (E)
  - Barcelona (E), November 18-19

**Gordon Research Conferences**

Ares-Serono Symposia is pleased to announce its support of the Gordon Research Conferences in Italy for 1993.

- "Biodegradable Polymers"
  - San Miniato (I), May 2-7

- "Biological Structure and Gene Expression"
  - Volterra (I), May 2-7

- "Organic Superconductors"
  - Il Ciocco (I), May 9-14

No form of advertising or promotional activity by any pharmaceutical company is allowed at Ares-Serono Symposia Congresses.

I would like to receive information about:
- All the Congresses
- In particular the Congress on ........................................

Name ...............................................................
Address .................................................................
Institution ..........................................................

Please mail or fax to Ares-Serono Symposia, Via Ravenna 8 - Rome Italy (fax 6/4291324)
Get-Rich-Quick Science

Science. Dr. Noital, you are the preeminent expert on get-rich-quick schemes, the man who has sold the London Bridge six times, the man who invented the chain letter and insider trading, and the man who could convince a client to buy an oil well on Mont Blanc.

Noital. A vast understatement of my true worth.

Science. Are you involved in any new get-rich-quick plans?

Noital. I'm already involved in the best of them all, the scientifically nonsensical lawsuit.

Science. How does that work?

Noital. First you pick a public scare, such as high power lines or cellular phones, identify a lovable ignoramus as the plaintiff, and hire the best trial lawyer that money can buy.

Science. But doesn't the plaintiff have to have some logical connection to the illness?

Noital. Not really. Get someone with a tumor, dizziness, or a birth defect, all of which are common, and then find out if they ever took a pill, have a cellular phone, or visited someone near a high power line. Just be sure that the defendant is a government or a corporation known to have lots of money and that the plaintiff is a "little guy," who will sentimentally be identified as "one of us."

Science. Doesn't the plaintiff have to produce some causal connection between the illness and the proposed cause?

Noital. Of course not. The new system is that the deep-pocket moneybags are presumed to be guilty and have to prove they are innocent, whereas plaintiffs are presumed to be scientifically correct. Because judges and juries don't understand science, and judges throw out evidence likely to overturn their biases, the plaintiffs have an easy time. If 35 percent of people die of cancer, it should be expected that 35 percent of the people taking a placebo or visiting a friend near a power line should get cancer, but those kinds of statistics seem to baff le judges and juries. They say "the victim is ill, they took the pill, Q.E.D."

Science. But why is it so difficult to explain?

Noital. Lawyers can always confuse the issue with statistical nonsense. If the plaintiffs had to prove that the pill user or phone user were getting cancer at a much higher rate than normal and that there was some evidence for the new scare, then most of these phony cases could be thrown out of court immediately by any educated judge. However, if you say the plaintiff is innocent until proven guilty and the moneybags is guilty until proven innocent, you then require a company (even one that has spent millions to get its drug approved) to explain laws of probability to a lay jury or judge.

Science. But I've heard that many of these cases eventually are decided against the plaintiff anyway.

Noital. True, but there's another fact that I'm very proud of in this new get-rich-quick scheme. Court trials are so expensive that the defendants often settle out of court even when they know they are right. Trials are so long and lawyers fees are so high that it is far better to pay up front than go to trial, spend lots of money, and get bad publicity, even if the defendants eventually win. We have legalized blackmail, and it pays.

Science. But doesn't someone pay for this?

Noital. Sure, but they are called taxpayers, or consumers, or the unemployed (blue-collar workers who lose their jobs). They have no political or legal clout.

Science. Does the nonsensical lawsuit look like a growth industry?

Noital. Wonderfully so. Because anyone can get three clients and produce a scare, the sky's the limit. Some Gulf War soldiers have discovered that they were exposed to "depleted uranium." If the public is scared by low levels of radiation, it can be terrified by the "absence of radiation."

Science. Is this solving problems or creating them?

Noital. Solving them. The country won't need health insurance at all. Anyone with common sense can visit a friend near a power line, take a pill (any old pill), buy a cellular phone, or inhale some smog and be able to collect enough money to provide care for the whole family.

Science. What if some people don't like to participate in fraud?

Noital. Then they are "immorality" deprived because their education or religious background doesn't allow them to participate in moneymaking schemes. These people should be taken care of by the state because their education prevented them from earning a living.

Daniel E. Koshland, Jr.
The Econo System makes high resolution separation simple.

That's why Dr. Bruce Cooper bought six for his teaching lab at Rice University. His students, studying protein purification, come up to speed on the system in only 2 hours, then they spend time learning about protein separations rather than chromatography hardware.

And not only is the Econo System easy to use, but also it is easy to afford. Components can be added a piece at a time, allowing for any application or budget.

The Econo System: High performance features for low pressure chromatography. Gradient programming, valve control, automatic collection, an intelligent pump, an affordable price. Call 1-800-4BIO-RAD now for more information.
Minors in Science: The Dialogue

Science is to be commended for its lengthy coverage of Minorities in Science (Special Section, 13 Nov., p. 1175). Too little attention is being paid to the underutilization of human resources in the United States.

Along with my commendation, however, I strongly disagree with the pessimistic tone of one of the sections of the article "What went wrong: Why programs failed" by Calvin Sims (p. 1185). While the progress of significant numbers of minorities into the science professions is less than hoped for, even the statistics quoted in the article belie the overly pessimistic tone of the article. There has been a 50% increase in minorities in the sciences and engineering professions and a 365% increase in engineering degrees! While the figures are not the basis for jubilation when one considers that the base was so small in the 1960s and 1970s, they are hardly reason for the gloom and doom of the article.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) minority programs MARC (Minority Access to Research Careers) and MBRS (Minority Biomedical Research Support) come in for much criticism. I can speak from firsthand experience with the MBRS program at Chicago State University. CSU is a charter member of the program. I have been a research participant from the date of its initial funding (1972) and its program director for the past 2 years. In many ways CSU is typical of the 80-plus schools currently being funded by MBRS. We have about 8000 students, of whom 87% are minorities (primarily African-American). In 1991, we awarded 17 B.S. degrees in biology and chemistry and 4 M.S. degrees in biology. While these numbers may be considered small, they represent the majority of the science degrees awarded to African-Americans in Illinois that year. In the 20 years that CSU has participated in the MBRS program, 270 students have been directly involved; 214 have received B.S. degrees and 42 have received M.S. degrees (a 95% graduation rate). More than 100 have continued on to graduate or professional programs, and 32 doctorsates have been awarded to CSU-MBRS alumni.

To say that "NIH ran its programs for 20 years without tracking students" overlooks the very effective control that many MBRS participating schools have over their programs. I have no doubt, on the basis of graduation statistics and feedback from alumni, that our MBRS program is a success.

Warren V. Sherman
Department of Chemistry and Physics, Chicago State University, Chicago, IL 60628

The report on Minorities in Science was long overdue, and I am glad Science took the initiative to present it. I am concerned, however, that the first two articles are overly pessimistic and that many good programs will be cut because of this. While I agree with Walter Massey and Luther Williams that programs need more accountability, I cannot agree that the "programs have failed." It seems to me that even the small gains made by Asian-Americans and Hispanics (p. 1180) in getting Ph.D.'s are a cause for celebration. Would these numbers have increased without the MARC and MBRS programs? Are all the other MARC and MBRS participants to be labeled "failures" because they did not pursue Ph.D. degrees?

I would not be at Northwestern University if it were not for the MARC program, which in 1983 allowed me to spend a postdoctoral year in the laboratory of Susan A. Gerbi at Brown University. That experience made me realize I could do molecular biology. Without it, I would never have applied for the NIH grant that has supported me for the last 2 years. The programs are working but, with the magnitude of the problem, the gains may be much smaller than any of us would desire.

Sister Catalina Fresquez
Department of Biochemistry, Molecular Biology and Cell Biology, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208–3500

Science may be congratulated on developing their first report on Minorities in Science, but we beg to differ on the analysis of the MBRS and MARC programs. The University of Hawaii at Manoa has been fortunate to have both programs since the mid-1970s and to track sufficient of its graduates from the programs into M.P.H., Ph.D., M.D.,
Scientists of Color is an organization of graduate students at the University of California, Berkeley, devoted to promoting the interests of ethnic minorities in the biological research sciences. We were pleased to see the discussion regarding the present paucity of scientists from historically underrepresented ethnic groups in the 13 November issue of Science. However, as “minorities in science,” we recognize one important factor as being omitted from this report—the continued prevalence of prejudice and racism in the sciences.

We disagree with Daniel E. Koshland, Jr.’s assertion in his editorial (p. 1067) that “the world fortunately has changed” with respect to the existence of prejudice. Our collective personal experiences belie this sentiment. While the world has changed with respect to prejudice, this change has simply forced prejudice and racism to adopt more genial appearances. Koshland’s statement that an overdone discussion of prejudice will discourage young minority students from seeking scientific careers is an example of the attitude with which we are presented. If an institution has a problem with racism, attempting to hide that problem from minority applicants will only exacerbate it. We must recognize and address these issues fully if we are ever to overcome them.

We do not believe that our cultures and upbringings stand as obstacles to achievement in the scientific community. The scientific community must see beyond the stereotypes and recognize the benefits to be gained by regarding scientists as individuals with varied backgrounds and heritages and not as the representatives of their ethnicities.

Derrick T. Brazill
Steven J. Mack
Co-coordinators,
Scientists of Color,
Departments of Molecular and Cell Biology,
Integrative Biology, and Plant Biology,
University of California,
Berkeley, CA 94720

If we truly wish to have greater representation of African-Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and all women in the scientific community, there will need to be change. Colleges and corporations will have to change the way they recruit and not look only to Ivy League and other “prestige” schools for their future hires; executive search firms specializing in racial minorities must be seriously considered as sources of talent and not merely an easy way of satisfying the Equal Employment Opportunity requirements; and the way we teach science will also need to change—science educators will have to accept that not all students learn in the

If data analysis is weighing you down, GraphPad has an answer that will really help lighten the load.

Introducing InStat and InPlot, powerful and easy-to-use scientific software that make short work out of data analysis.

InStat. Instant Biostatistics.

Unlike heavy-duty programs designed for statisticians, InStat is designed for scientists. Even if your knowledge of statistics is a bit rusty, InStat’s clear language makes it easy to calculate t tests, nonparametric tests, one-way ANOVA, chi-square, Fisher’s test, linear regression and needed sample size. Not sure which test to use? Simply use the built-in help screens.

InPlot. Scientific Graphics.

InPlot makes it equally easy to quickly analyze your raw data and create polished graphs – complete with error bars, log axes and scientific symbols. Curve fitting with nonlinear regression has never been easier. There are even special features for radiogland binding and RIAs. And InPlot is so easy-to-learn, you can create your first graph in minutes.

Both programs are backed by an unconditional, 90-day guarantee and free technical support.*

Call (800) 388-4723 today for more information. And crunch your numbers in no time flat.

GraphPad™ Intuitive software for science.

10655 Sorrento Valley Road, Suite 203 • San Diego, CA 92121 • USA
TEL. (800) 388-4723, (619) 457-3903 • FAX (619) 457-8141

*InPlot costs $395 and is a DOS program. InStat costs $95 and is available in DOS and MAC versions.
schools, in affluent suburban public and private schools, and in Nigeria).

It is presumed that if minorities are just given the chance, they will flock to the sciences. Is the scientific culture somehow “superior” to any other? Many of the brightest among the minority students may just not be interested—and their reasons may be sound.

The problem is not being looked at realistically. The two minority groups most “at risk” (African-Americans and Hispanics) both have strong cultural values that differentiate them from the mainstream American culture. The scientific tradition is not emphasized in the root cultures in Africa and Latin America. The “science is fun” syndrome is a characteristic American attitude, but science is part of a broader learning tradition that has not been adopted by all Americans.

American black colleges send students to medical and engineering schools. Is anyone saying to these students, “Don’t go into particle physics, neurology, molecular biology, or mathematics”? Is there a lack of talent or a lack of interest? As science educators, we should stop trying to make everyone conform. If the minorities aren’t interested, that does not mean they don’t have the ability.

Joseph D. Ciparick
315 East 86th Street,
New York, NY 10028

An annual minority section would certainly be most helpful. However, it would be much better to include more about minorities and women in the body of the journal, for as long as minorities and women require separate sections, we indeed have no more than “outsider” status.

Gertraude Wittig
Department of Biological Sciences,
Southern Illinois University,
Edwardsville, IL 62026

Corrections and Clarifications

In the special section “Minorities in science: The pipeline problem” (13 Nov., p. 1175), the graph on page 1199 showing the field distribution of employed scientists and engineers by ethnicity should have been labeled “Percentage” along the x axis. Also, the designation “Engineers” should have read, “Engineers, total.” Labeled correctly, the graph would indicate, for example, that among all employed white scientists and engineers in 1988, about 50% were scientists and 50% were engineers. Of employed black scientists and engineers, about 70% were scientists and only about 30% were engineers. Among Hispanics, the breakdown was about 45% scientists and 55% engineers.
Optimize Your PCR* and Get The Job Done Right.

The PCR* Optimizer from Invitrogen lets you determine optimal conditions for your PCR* reaction. This results in higher success rates and increased reliability. With PCR* Optimizer*, you can get the job done right the first time.

The success of your PCR* reactions cannot be predetermined by primer/template specificity alone. Other conditions such as Mg** concentration, pH and the presence or absence of DMSO also effect the successful outcome of PCR*.

Each PCR* Optimizer* kit contains sufficient reagents for evaluating 100 PCR* reactions as well as detailed instructions and buffer concentrations, so you can get the job done right the first time.

Make certain your next PCR* reaction is a success, call...

1-800-955-6288 EXT-728 and ask for the Optimizer*, Cat. No K1220-01.

Invitrogen

Before Optimization  After Optimization

By identifying the optimal Mg** concentrations, pH and DMSO levels you can:

- Optimize any Primer/Template Combination.
- Generate the maximum yield and purity of PCR* products.

* PCR is covered by U.S. Patent No. 4,683,202 issued to Cetus Corporation.
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for additional information:
MSA Meeting Office, P.O. Box MSA, Woods Hole, MA 02543
1-800-538-3672, Fax: 1-508-548-9053

MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
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Cpu Workshop & Software Exchange Golf Tournament
Special Postal Cancellation/Display Technologists' Forum
Gallery of MSA Past Presidents Sunday Short Courses
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WORLD'S LARGEST COMMERCIAL EXHIBITION ON MICROSCOPY & MICROANALYSIS

*On January 1, 1993, the Society dropped the word "electron" from its name to formally acknowledge the broaddened scope of its interests that, for a number of years, have included all types of imaging and analysis at the microscopic level.
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MOLECULAR RESEARCH CENTER, INC.
Introduces the latest breakthrough in molecular biology
Simultaneous isolation of RNA, DNA and Proteins by

TRI REAGENT™

This is a new application (P. Chomczynski, 1993, patent pending) of TRI REAGENT™ the already popular reagent for the efficient isolation of total RNA. The simultaneous isolation of total RNA, DNA and proteins from the same sample is accomplished without ultracentrifugation by a single-step liquid-phase separation. This highly reliable technique performs well with small and large quantities of tissues or cultured cells, and allows simultaneous processing of a large number of samples of human, animal, plant, yeast and bacterial origin. For the simultaneous isolation of RNA, DNA and proteins from liquid samples such as whole blood, plasma, serum and CSF we offer TRI REAGENT™ LS.

• Total RNA is isolated in 1 hour and is ready for studies of gene expression by Northern (See Figure) and dot blotting, poly A+ isolation, polymerase chain reaction (PCR*), RNase protection assay and molecular cloning. The simultaneous extraction of 100% of genomic DNA makes it possible to normalize the results of gene expression studies per DNA content instead of the more variable total RNA or tissue weight.

• High molecular weight DNA is isolated in 3 hours and is ready for restriction analysis, Southern (See Figure) and dot blotting, PCR and molecular cloning.

• Proteins are isolated in 3 hours and are ready for Western blotting (See Figure).

Order an introductory sample of TRI REAGENT™ ($37 / 50ml) or TRI REAGENT™LS ($39 / 50ml) today. We guarantee that TRI REAGENT™ will outperform RNA and DNA isolation methods currently used in your laboratory. For more information or to place an order call 800-462-9868, 513-841-0900 or contact us by FAX 513-841-0080.

*Molecular Research Center, Inc.
5645 Montgomery Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45212
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Reprinted from the 24 April issue of SCIENCE, this 22-page special section takes an in-depth look at the changes taking place in the European scientific community.

Special news reports discuss changes and developments in European molecular biology, neurobiology, astronomy and high energy physics, as well as an assessment of European scientific productivity. In addition, eight leading figures in the scientific community, including Sir Walter Bodmer, Carlo Rubbia, and Lennart Phillipson present their views on where science in Europe is headed.

To order your copy send $3.00 plus postage to:

SCIENCE
Attn: Corrine Harris
1333 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

Postage (per copy):
US: $1.50
Int'l Surface: $2.00
Int'l Air: $5.00

Visa and MasterCard orders accepted by fax
(202) 682-0816
For Information on bulk orders call
(202) 326-6527

New In Paperback From OXFORD

MIRROR WORLDS
or the Day Software Puts the Universe in a Shoebox...
How It Will Happen and What It Will Mean
DAVID GELERNTER
"[Gelernter] handles these highly abstract concepts with flair....Studiously playful....A highly edifying book on the whole world of computers. For anyone who has wondered what the next stage of the computer revolution will be like and how it will enrich our lives considerably more than the availability of word processors and calculators has, Mirror Worlds offers some answers."—Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, The New York Times
256 pp., 20 photos, paper $12.95

BEYOND THE BLUE HORIZON
Myths and Legends of the Sun, Moon, Stars, and Planets
E.C. KRUPP
"Gathers an amazing amount of interesting material to escort readers on an exploration of human thought about the sky, its phenomena, and objects....An impressive, interesting, and useful work whose pages should become worn from use over the many years it will remain a standard, highly treasured source of information."—Sky and Telescope
400 pp., 185 illustrations, paper $18.95

THE UNFINISHED UNIVERSE
LOUISE B. YOUNG
"Young reveals the universe as it truly is—an unfolding flower that has yet to bloom in its full glory."—Paul Davies
"Young's book is a strangely beautiful guide....for those who would think and wonder about the meaning of things that can be known and those that cannot."—James E. Lovelock, author of Gaia: A New Look at Life on Earth
240 pp., 18 photos, paper $10.95

OXFORD PAPERBACKS
Oxford University Press
200 Madison Avenue, New York, NY, 10016
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Guaranteed Results
Sequenase® Version 2.0 T7 DNA Polymerase has consistently proven to be the enzyme of choice for DNA sequencing—guaranteed.

Any Template (1,2)
Sequenase polymerase efficiently incorporates nucleotide analogs used to resolve gel compressions and enables you to read sequence close to the primer and as far as 500-600 bases. Sequenase DNA sequencing kits are ideal for sequencing clones in M13 and plasmid vectors and for large templates, like \( \lambda \) clones and cosmids.

PCR** Products (3,4,5)
The Sequenase kits can be used to directly sequence PCR products. As little as 100 fmol of template DNA can be sequenced without using labeled primers.

Critical DNA Samples
Sequenase Version 2.0 DNA polymerase (Prod. No. 70775) has high processivity, rarely pauses and has no associated exonuclease activity. It also creates remarkably uniform band intensities. Together these properties ensure low background and permit accurate, definitive and confident reading of sequence.

USB** recognizes your need for increased versatility in sequencing. We respond with new sequencing innovations.

Glycerol Tolerant Gel Technology
An innovative new sequencing gel buffer from USB eliminates sequencing gel band distortions caused by glycerol-containing samples (6). The additional glycerol in the sequencing reactions gives the following advantages:

- Increased enzyme stability
- Increased reaction temperature
- Elimination of false priming from mismatched priming sites

The Sequenase Version 2.0 DNA Sequencing Kit (Product No. 70770) allows you to take advantage of this technology by including a glycerol enzyme dilution buffer. When diluted in this buffer, the enzyme can be stored at working concentration.

Sequenase® RapidWell™ Kit
(Product No. 71940)
Sequenase Version 2.0 polymerase is now featured in a versatile, new 96-well plate format which takes advantage of Glycerol Tolerant Gels.

- Pre-dispensed and color-coded reagents
- Fewer pipetting steps
- Easy to use
- Versatile, use with plasmid or M13 templates
- Includes 7-deaza-dGTP to resolve compressions
**TAQuence® Cycle Sequencing Kit**

(Product No. 71075)

For those who use cycle sequencing, when only limiting amounts of template DNA are available.

- Complete with primer end-labeling reagents
- Both dGTP and 7-deaza-dGTP included
- Low background with end-labeled primers

**Guarantee**

Simply stated, you won’t find a better sequencing system. Guaranteed. If you try Sequenase Version 1.0 or 2.0 polymerase enzyme or kit, and are not satisfied, we will replace it (with either version of Sequenase T7 DNA polymerase enzyme or kit, Sequenase RapidWell DNA Sequencing Kit, Klenow, AMV RT, Taq DNA polymerase or TAQuence Cycle Sequencing Kit at your option) or refund your money.

Call USB’s Technical Services Department for more information on any of our products. Our staff is readily available to help you troubleshoot new sequencing techniques and protocols.

No one offers more for DNA Sequencing than USB.

**References:**


Contact United States Biochemical, P. O. Box 22400, Cleveland, Ohio, 44122.

Phone: 800-321-9322, Fax: 800-535-0898.

International: 216-765-5000.

Telex: 980718, Fax: 216-464-5075.

*Sequenase is a registered trademark of United States Biochemical Corporation. This reagent kit is covered by or suitable for use under one or more U.S. Patent Nos. 4,795,699; 4,942,130; 4,962,020; 4,994,372 and 5,145,766. Patents pending in the U.S. and other countries.

†Glycerol Tolerant Sequencing Gel Buffer - Pat. pending.

Sequenase® RapidWell™ DNA Sequencing Kit - Pat. pending.

**PCR is covered by patents issued to Cetus Corp. If you are interested in performing PCR, you may wish to contact Cetus for information on obtaining an appropriate license.
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Example of Sequenase RapidWell Kit sequences which demonstrate the use of high reaction temperature and Glycerol Tolerant Sequencing Gels for sequencing double-stranded plasmid DNA.
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